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About This Content

In most instances, “DLC” stands for “downloadable content.” With the Good Friends Character Pack, however, it stands for
“Downright Lovable Characters.” Featuring the likes of Josef (Machinarium), Spelunky Guy (Spelunky), Raz (Psychonauts), Dr.
Fetus (Super Meat Boy), Quote (Cave Story), Atlas (Portal 2), and Invisible CommanderVideo (duh), it’s a virtual tour de force
of indelible indie awesomeness. It’ll run you (pun intended) about as much as a cup of coffee, and is scientifically proven to give

you an energy boost equivalent to about eight pounds of espresso beans. Your heart might start beating dangerously fast, but
your eyes and ears (and maybe even your nose - why not?) will most definitely thank you.
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Title: Runner2 - Good Friends Character Pack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Gaijin Games
Publisher:
Gaijin Games
Release Date: 11 Jul, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: winXP SP3

Processor:

Memory: 2 GB memory

Graphics: GeForce 8 series (8xxxx) or Radeon HD4 series (HD4xxxx)

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 850 MB free hard drive space

Sound:

English
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Ah, yes. This is the closest thing I'll ever get to real Cave Story merch.

...to be honest, I got this game, the DLC and all the other Bit Trip games in a (inexpensive) bundle ONLY FOR this DLC. That's how
badly I wanted to play as Quote, and more recently, Razputin.. Love having my boy quote from cave story as a playable character.
Great price for the whole pack!. Sure. If you have 50 cents (on sale) to spare and enjoy the game, the skins look very niice.. A great
pack of exceptional characters.. I think I wouldn't had enjoyed Runner 2 as much without this DLC.. I've pnly been playing as
Quote please help
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100% worth it.. You get to have Doctor Fetus use Bandage Girl as a beat reflector.
10\/10. It's good because Raz.. Quote's face never changes and it's really goddamn creepy.
Atlas's dance animations are hilarious.
Josef's animations look like they were taken right out of his home game.
Spelunky Guy looks really weird without his hat.
That is probably the best 3D Dr. Fetus I've ever seen. It blows all the other fan-made 3D Meat Boy models right out of the
water.
Rasputin's face also never changes. Also he never puts his goggles on.
Invisible CommanderVideo is cool if you hate yourself.
That's all.
Overall, 5\/7. Good enough for me.. i love this game so far and this dlc makes it better. 10\/10. Just some new characters for a
buck. Nice if you want some more variety in characters.
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